Background: Food preservation is essential to the growing world population, food 48 economy. Freezing is a commonly used method for food preservation. While extending 49 the life of the product, freezing has detrimental effects. It is causing loss of food weight 50 and is causing changes in food quality, e.g. enzymatic browning. 51 Method: Freezing of food is usually done under constant atmospheric pressure (isobaric). 52 We have developed a new technology in which biological materials are preserved at 53 subfreezing temperatures in an isochoric (constant volume) system. Experiments were 54 performed with a food product, potato, in a thermodynamic isochoric device designed by 55 us, that is robust and has no moving parts. 56 Results: We have shown that under similar storage conditions, freezing to -5°C, the 57 isochoric preserved potato experienced no weight loss and limited enzymatic browning. 58 In contrast the -5°C isobaric frozen potato experienced substantial weight loss and 59 substantial enzymatic browning. Microscopic analysis, shows that the mechanism 60 responsible for the different results is related to the integrity of the cell and the cell 61 membrane, which are maintain during freezing in the isochoric system and lost during 62 freezing in the isobaric system. 63 Discussion: The main mechanism of cell damage during isobaric freezing are the 64 increase in extracellular osmolality and the mechanical damage by ice crystals. In 65 contrast, during isochoric freezing the cells in the preserved material are under conditions 66 in which the intracellular osmolality is comparable to the extracellular osmolality and they 67 are not affected by ice mechanical damage. The conditions during isochoric freezing 68 result in improved quality of the preserved food products. 69 Conclusion: We have shown that the quality of food products preserved by isochoric 70 freezing is better than the quality of food preserved to the same temperature in isobaric 71 conditions. This is only a preliminary study on isochoric preservation of food. However, it 72 illustrates the potential of the technology. Năstase et al. 2016) . This study will expand on the previous, mostly theoretical work, and describe 91 results from the first experimental study on a food product, the potato, exposed to isochoric 92 refrigeration at subfreezing temperatures. The value of this technology for frozen-food 93 preservation, will become evident from the analysis of the results. 94 95 A fundamental study on the thermodynamics of freezing of aqueous solutions in an isochoric 96 (constant volume) system, was published first in (Rubinsky, Perez & Carlson, 2005) . The 97 temperature-pressure phase diagram in the insert in Figure 1 illustrates the difference between the 98 process of freezing in an isobaric (constant pressure) system and an isochoric system. An isobaric 99 freezing process occurs along the vertical line on the temperature-pressure diagram. Freezing 100 under constant atmospheric pressure, was studied extensively, because it is the most accessible 101 thermodynamic system (Hobbs, 2010). Pure water freezes at 0 °C, at a pressure of one atmosphere. 102 Hyperbaric freezing is also of interest for preservation. In hyperbaric freezing the system is at a 103 constant pressure, albeit above the atmospheric pressure. Research was done on hyperbaric 104 freezing, with particular application to electron microscopy (Riehle, 1968; Riehle, 1975 & Angell, 1983) . The hyperbaric process usually occurs in two steps; first the pressure is elevated 109 to a constant value, above the atmospheric pressure, followed by decreasing the temperature at 110 constant pressure. Figure 1 shows that in hyperbaric systems, freezing starts at lower temperatures 111 than in atmosphere, at the point of intersection between the isobaric vertical line and the ice I -112 water thermodynamic equilibrium curve (liquidus).
113
114 In isochoric freezing, the volume is constant while the temperature is decreased. From basic 115 principles of thermodynamic equilibrium, in a two-phase system, temperature and pressure are 116 prescribed by the liquidus curve in Figure 1 ; until the triple point between ice I, ice III and liquid 117 water. For pure water the pressure and temperature at the triple point are -21.985 °C and 209.9 118 MPa, respectively. Our thermodynamic analysis has shown, with both mathematical modeling and 119 experiments, that, the process path during the cooling of an isochoric system in the presence of an 120 ice nucleating agent, is always along the liquidus curve (Rubinsky, Perez & Carlson, 2005) . A 121 simplistic intuitive explanation is as follows. The density of ice is less than that of water. Le 122 Chatelier's principle tells us that as water expands upon freezing the high pressure that is generated 123 in a constant volume system, will hinder the further creation of ice. Therefore, the system should 124 minimize the pressure for a given subfreezing temperature. This minimum occurs along the 125 liquidus curve and should follow the curve as the temperature is depressed. This process continues 126 until the triple point is reached. Beyond this point, ice I cannot maintain equilibrium and other 127 types of ice exist that do not expand upon phase change so they do not favor freezing inhibition. (Rubinsky, Perez & Carlson, 2005) . This has suggested the following concept for 136 biological matter preservation. This concept is illustrated by the two left hand side panels of Figure  137 2. When a system is designed in such a way that the matter to be preserved occupies less than 138 45% of the total volume and nucleation is initiated outside the preserved volume, substantial 139 amounts of biological matter can be preserved to the triple point temperature, without freezing. . We have built and tested several isochoric refrigeration systems. Using one of 144 the isochoric systems, we found that antifreeze proteins behave in a different way under isochoric 145 conditions from isobaric conditions (Preciado & Rubinsky 2010 ). Recently we have shown that 146 the nematode C. elegans, can survive under isochoric conditions similar to those that may occur 147 at the bottom of lake Vostok in the Antarctica (Mikus et al. 2016 ). However, our experimental and 148 theoretical studies also suggested the potential of isochoric preservation for the food industry. A 149 theoretical study on this aspect was published in (Năstase et al. 2016 ). This paper is the first 150 experimental study on the effect of isochoric refrigeration on a food relevant biological material, 151 the potato (Solanum tuberosum L.). For this study, we have used an isochoric refrigeration device 152 and thermodynamic conditions similar to those used in (Mikus et al. 2016 ). This is a first study of 153 its' kind. It is preliminary and no attempt was made to produce comprehensive results. 154 Nevertheless, the study illustrates the potential of isochoric refrigeration for the food industry. 155 Obviously, much more work remains to be done to evaluate the effect of isochoric systems on food 156 products and to explore the value of isochoric preservation to the food industry. 161 The isochoric freezing systems are simple. They require only a constant volume chamber, capable 162 of withstanding the pressures that develop in the system, with minimal deformation. For control, 163 they require a pressure transducer. A photograph of the system is shown in Figure 2, Figure 2 shows a schematic of the device, a rigid closed 236 container, designed to withstand the pressure, and a photograph of the device used. Figure 2 , right 237 panel, shows the isochoric device used in this study. It is a capped cylinder, made from a standard, 238 commercial, stainless steel pressure vessel.
239
240 Control over the isochoric refrigeration process is also very simple. Figure 2 shows that we have 241 used a pressure transducer connected to the vessel. In an isochoric refrigeration system, only either 242 temperature or pressure, need to be controlled; because, a two-phase system in a closed fixed 243 volume, is always at thermodynamic equilibrium -from the second law of thermodynamics. 244 Therefore, either pressure or temperature, but not both, completely specify the system. In contrast, 245 in a hyperbaric system there is the need to control both temperature and pressure (Koch et al. 1996) .
246 247 Figure 3 , shows a typical curve depicting the change in pressure with time during the isochoric 248 refrigeration process in our experiments. The interesting aspect is that the pressure reaches steady 249 state and stays at that value for over an hour, to the termination of the experiment. This 250 demonstrates that the isochoric system has reached thermodynamic equilibrium. The time to reach 251 steady state, obviously depends on the thermal mass the device and the heat transfer coefficient to 252 the cooling bath. In all our experiments, the samples reached isochoric thermodynamics 253 equilibrium, and our results represented the state of the treated material after it has reached 254 thermodynamic equilibrium. Figure 4 shows a comparison between the change in weight of the potato samples after two hours 265 of storage in a 10% w/w sucrose solution at: room temperature, -5 °C in isochoric conditions and 266 -5 °C in isobaric condition. The figure shows that there is no statistically significant change in 267 weight neither during storage at room temperature nor during storage at -5 °C in isochoric 268 conditions. In contrast, storage at -5 °C in isobaric conditions resulted in a weight loss of 13.1 +/-269 1.1 percent. The weight loss with isobaric freezing observed here is consistent with findings of 270 many other studies (Koch et al. 1996) . To the best of our knowledge, the fact that there was no 271 weight loss after isochoric storage at temperatures lower than 0 °C, is unique to isochoric 272 refrigeration.
273
274 Browning in raw fruits, vegetables and their processed products is a major problem in the food 275 industry and is believed to be one of the main causes of quality loss during post-harvest handling 276 and processing. The browning reaction in the potato is an important area of research in the food 277 industry and was studied for well over half a century (e.g. Makower & Schwimmer 1954) . It results 278 from the oxidation of phenolic compounds under the action of an enzyme called polyphenol 279 oxidase (PPO, phenolese). In the presence of oxygen from air, the enzyme catalyzes the first steps 280 in the biochemical conversion of iron-containing phenolics, that are also found in the potato, to 281 produce quinones, which undergo further polymerization to yield dark, insoluble polymers referred 282 to as "melanins". Browning and the formation of melanins occur in the potato when the PPO 283 enzyme is released through damaged cell membranes. Figure 5 shows the color difference between 284 the samples treated with storage at room temperature, at -5 °C with isochoric refrigeration and at 285 -5 °C with isobaric freezing. For each storage modality, the figure shows a typical photograph of 286 the sample, the total color change , and the changed in lightness, L*.
Obviously browning is substantially reduced in isochoric preservation relative to isobaric freezing 288 to the same temperature; which is another potential important attribute of isochoric refrigeration.
289 290 Figure 6 , shows microscopic images of the treated samples and explains the effects of isochoric 291 refrigeration. The micrographs show the appearance of the samples after staining with the 292 Toluidine stain, at two magnifications, x45 (top row) and x80 (bottom row). In analyzing the 293 micrographs it is important to realize that Toluidine stains the cell membrane in plants as well as 294 the starch (Obrien, Feder & McCully, 1964) . The arrow points to the cell membrane. It is obvious 295 that the cell membrane in the room temperature storage and the isochoric -5 °C storage is intact 296 and encircle the cell. In contrast in the isobaric frozen sample at -5 °C, most of the cell membranes 297 are deteriorated and they do not surround an intact cell. Furthermore, in the isobaric frozen sample 298 the Toluidine has stained the entire volume. This suggests that the cell membrane has broken and 299 the intracellular starch has become accessible to the stain throughout the sample. In contrast, there 300 is no staining of starch neither in the room temperature stored sample nor in the isochoric stored 301 sample. The fact that the cell membrane integrity has deteriorated after isobaric freezing and the 302 intracellular content was released explains both, the changes in weight and the browning of the 303 isobaric preserved samples in relation to the room temperature preserved samples and the isochoric 304 (Rubinsky 1983) . Therefore, during freezing of biological materials, the 313 concentration of solutes increases when water is removed from the solution as ice. This high 314 extracellular concentration plays a major role in the process of cell death during freezing and in 315 the deterioration of frozen biological materials (Mazur 1970) . It also leads to water loss from the 316 intracellular volume to the extracellular space to equilibrate the difference in osmolality. 317 Obviously in isobaric refrigeration, there is no ice in the preserved biological material and, 318 therefore, the mechanism of cell damage by freezing is eliminated. With respect to solute 319 concentration, our analysis and experiments show that when a physiological saline solution is 320 frozen under isobaric, atmospheric conditions, to the triple point, the concentration of saline in the 321 unfrozen volume, at -5 °C is about 1. . In contrast, when , 327 the physiological saline is frozen to -20 °C under isochoric conditions, the unfrozen milieu 328 composition is 0. 75 M (Rubinsky, Perez & Carlson, 2005) . This has significance for biological 329 matter preservation in the field of cryobiology and food preservation. It should be noticed, though, 330 that in isochoric refrigeration the pressure increases, while in an isobaric system the pressure 331 remains constant. Obviously, this is a potential mechanism of cell damage during isochoric 332 freezing, that does not exist in isobaric freezing. However, the increase in pressure is hydrostatic 333 and mild. Experiments have shown that even whole livers can survive the pressures in our 334 isochoric experiments conditions (Takahashi et al. 2001 ). This should explain why the cell 335 membrane is intact and the intracellular content is maintained in isochoric refrigeration. The 336 integrity of the cell membrane and the isosmotic composition of the intracellular milieu and the 337 extracellular milieu during isochoric refrigeration is the reason why there is no weight loss or 338 substantial browning during isochoric refrigeration to -5 °C; as shown in Figures 4 and 5 . In 339 contrast the breaching of the cell membrane and the hyperosmotic extracellular concentration in 340 isobaric freezing to -5 °C, results in weight loss to the extracellular milieu and browning of the 341 intracellular and membrane enzymes. 342 343 In summary, this is a first experimental study on the feasibility of isochoric refrigeration of a food 344 product. While obviously, much more research must be done on this technology, it is evident that 345 a food product, the potato, can be preserved at -5 °C in isochoric conditions without the deleterious 346 effects of freezing to -5 °C, i.e. weight loss and browning. 353 thermodynamic equilibrium conditions are derived from minimization of the Gibbs free energy. 354 The de Chatelier's principle will lead to different outcomes in an isochoric system from an isobaric 355 system. For example, in isochoric systems, the critical radius for ice nucleation in pure water can 356 be formed only at temperatures lower than -100 °C (Szobota & Rubinsky 2006 ). In isobaric 357 systems, this critical radius can occur from temperatures lower than 0 °C. In fact, our theoretical 358 work predicts that the homogeneous nucleation temperature in an isochoric system, will be lower 359 than the glass transition temperature (Szobota & Rubinsky 2006) , suggesting that isochoric 360 refrigeration can be conducive to vitrification. This is an interesting topic of further studies. 
